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Imaging Software for
Life Science Research

VisiView® is a high performance imaging software
from Visitron Systems GmbH for BioImaging applications. It is specially designed to meet the needs
for high-speed image acquisition and processing
with ease of use. Our software controls complex automated microscopes and microscope equipment in
combination with multidimensional acquisition and
analysis. Its multitasking ability supports simultaneous image acquisition and analysis. The VisiView®
software represents the philosophy of simple operation and seamless integration of applied standards.

.....more than 20 years of excellence.

Flexible and
microscope platform
independent software

Time-Lapse Acquisition
& $  vals and display the image sequence as a movie to show cellu# %' $  '*++
 %%

Device Stream Acquisition
,#  ##
acquisition!
Our advantage is to control illumination devices e.g. high speed
 #&/'+     #  
the frame transfer or interline shift time of the CCD camera. The
image sequences can be continuously acquired without time
delay.

Acquisition of images
using automated
microscopes and
peripherals

Image analysis begins with accurate acquisition. The
VisiView® software supports a wide range of digital co
   
microscopes and other microscope peripheral devices.
Display and scaling of high-dynamic images up to 16bit
is possible.

Single or Multichannel Acquisition
Don`t miss a detail!
The MDA - Multi Dimensional Acquisition gives you a comprehensive view of your multi dimensional experiment. This
            "#
one sequence acquisition (6D-imaging).

Control of Automated Microscopes
No limits! Design your experiment for your needs.
The scope control allows you to control all motorized microscopes from any vendor. We have easy access to any illuminati       trol. The objectives can be easily selected and calibrated. The
focus control allows both the automatic generation of Z-stack
images and the software autofocus readjustment to keep your
cells in best focus.

Automate with Macro and Toolbar
Reproducible and easy to use!
The VisiView® software offers convenient customized toolbars
and easy control of system settings and Python macro functions.
It is perfect for frequently performed operations. The macro menu
  $ %
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Control of motorized XY-Stage
In order to acquire at different stage positions you will need a
motorized scanning table as well as the VisiView stage control
%5  
a multi dimensional acquisition experiment in combination with
 7 %

Scanning of Multiwell Plates
The scanning technique can also be used for scanning multiwell
   89::;<8 %
*       
 % '       #  
  #  # 
and movie function.

Scan certain positions of your specimen or multiwell
culture plates in just one process. Use highly precise
motorized XY-stages synchronized with the acquisition
# "%/ 3scence with up to 4 cameras at the same time to get
maximum time resolution. VisiView grows with your
demands.

Acquisition of images
developed for analyzing
large areas

Simultaneous Image Acquisition:
Up to four Cameras in Multi-Camera Mode
+>?#   @
Beside the control of multiple cameras from different vendors
     E> JJ      ras from the same model in simultaneous mode. This allows
 %%3  
time. As a result the negative effects related to sequential image
 $ #  %
This function is perfectly suited for performing highly reliable ion
  #%%9 
FRET or performing colocalisation studies.

SplitView Analysis
Allows the on-line division of images acquired with an optical
   >>Q %' 
replaces time consuming post-processing and enables on-line
analysis of emission ratio experiments.

Create AVI Movies
[# $ %%
video format for easy presentation.

&J*
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Merge Color Channels
Combine several color images to get the complete picture.
' # 3    Q*>  %
]^ %*  # 
the xy pixel alignment compensates the shift.

Colocalization
Colocalization refers to the observation of the spatial overlap
     3     3  
image having a separate emission wavelength. To see the dif   # 
JJ }   # % 
\ }[" "%

\ 
analyze your images

Get more information from your image with the mea    #    JView® software. Calibrate the size and measure the
brightness over time for individual regions. Align and
calculate sequences of images to improve the result.
Report the image values into a customizeable spreadsheet format for further analysis.

Pseudo-Color or Wavelength Calibration
Each acquired image can be automatically assigned to a wave   %+  3    %%[,+E_:_ 
be chosen. The image will be automatically displayed in green
and the overlay option will recognize the correct color.

Statistic
The statistics menu indicates image or region information within
    %+  { "
       "
{|{%

Measurement
The measurement option offers comfortable evaluation of image
#    #
graph and histogram display.

Processing and Analysis
The processing and analysis option offers comfortable proces "\Q&\Q
analysis and archiving of image sequences. All analysis values
" #\ }[" %
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Line-Scan Analysis
The Line Scan feature gives you a one-dimensional intensity
distribution for the line region that is shown within your image.
The y-axis shows the intensity values and the x-axis shows the
position values. The x-axis values represent calibrated distance.

Histogram Analysis
The Histogram feature gives you graphical distribution of the frequency of the intensity values. The total area of the histogram is
equal to the image brightness.

Montage - Tiling Display
For display of acquired sequences e.g. time-lapse or z-axis
 ##%'    %+   
 %   %

Quantitative image analysis usually starts with image
acquisition and ends with the presentation of measured
results. VisiView® offers a comprehensive set of tools
              
and adding a scale bar.

\ 
 
threshold your images

Calibrate Distance within Images
With the calibrate dialog you can calibrate existing images or
  $#    $
will be calibrated automatically. The objective calibration is done
  %*  
the system will change automatically depending on the objective
lens in use.

Dynamic Scale Bars
Use the scale bar during a running experiment. Even if you zoom
          #     
%'    
    #       
image.

Region Measurements
The region measurements function is an easy tool for manual region measurements by combining multiple parameters. Regions
      $  #%'  
#   # 
images or stacks.
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Scan Slide Module
Scanning your specimen with VisiView® is a very easy three %'   $   
only needs to be performed once) is the auto-calibration of the
%'     
the third step is the scan itself.
Already during the scan the result is directly displayed in an overview image.
'   #   
   %JJ }J \ #
and set the positions of interest in your sample.
]   $
high-resolution image of the entire specimen.

Automatic scanning of
the sample improve
  "
  
repeating analysis

The Scan Slide Module generates a comprehensive
    
  "    
   %'     #    
$
stitching. Precise stitching algorithms assure maximum
accuracy of these high resolution images.
Scan the whole area of your specimen or multi-well
culture plate in just one process. Use highly precise
motorized XY-stages synchronized with the acquisition
cycle for maximum speed.

Auto-Calibration
*  #fectly calibrated. This procedure is usually performed once during the installation of the microscopy setup and does not need
to be repeated unless integral parts are exchanged.
* JJ }       $   %
One needs to mark an object in the middle of a Live image and
start the calibration. VisiView® then automatically measures the
 # ne the precise image xy calibration.

Stitching of Multiple Images
Analysis of large surfaces requires to scan the area of the specimen. The acquired multiple images can then be automatically
stitched to an ultra high resolution image during acquisition or
afterwards in the post-processing. Two different algorithms are
&    %'# #9
overlap of the scanned images is used to achieve best results.
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Quick overview with Scan Slide technique
A new function of the Scan Slide Module is based on the com      %*
       _"9"
to produce an overview of the whole sample. The user is now
$    
subsequently scanned at higher resolution with a high-power
objective.
*#   5      "   
factors of the two objectives in use are automatically measured
and taken into account during this process.

Scan Slide with Time-Lapse, Multicolor and ZStacks
The scanning routine of the Scan Slide Module can be
easily used as part of more complex experiments to
 3"#
Watch your specimens grow in time-lapse experi% /      3  %%  
   %&  mensional datasets by combining the XY scan with Zstacks.

Scan Slide in all
dimensions
XY combined with time 
Z-Stack

Scan Slide - Scanning of free surfaces
         %%   
  $#  
the resulting stitched image would contain large empty regions.
'  JJ            
\     
on the combination of low- and high-power objectives.
*     
scan overview of the sample. The user can now draw a freehand region to exactly trace the outlines of the area of interest.
*       
high-power objective.
 $   tically reduce the size of stitched images. The XY displacement
 "       
are taken into account during this process.
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Online Ratio Module
All in one
The requirements of biomedical research in cell biology are continuously growing and getting more complex. This process is
challenging the development of imaging software in microscopy.
The VisiView® software designed by microscopy specialists of     %'  3"#  
menu structure helps for easy operation. A modular architecture
allows the extension with new or additional application modules
 +&E+['  >  %%&
solution with powerful functions to meet you demands for the
application.

On-Line Ratio
Investigate changes in
3  
in your cells

The Ratio Option of the VisiView® is specially designed
for on-line ratio applications like dual wavelength intra +:>[>++['
  #  3 %%
The ratio option provides a simultaneous display of the
  %%; 
corresponding intensity graphs. Either intensities over
single or multiple regions of interest are selectable.
'  3"     JJ ® in combination
with application modules allows researchers to pick
the software solution that best suits their needs.
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\ \#+ 
Regions of interest or arbitrary shapes can be placed on every
raw source or ratio image to display the intensity value or ion
concentration.The measurements can be done during on-line
acquisition. Regions can be repositioned using the history function if the cell has moved or the stage was touched. Individual
regions can be frozen or changed by editing the current region
or even all regions at once.

Trigger Protocol
+ 3" "  "   
sequences can be important. The trigger protocol option offers
variable on/off switching of external devices during all kinds of
experiment sequences.

FRET Ratio in living Cells
Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) is a radiationless mechanism of energy transfer between
  #  3    
 % * +['   "    
FRET-donor molecule leads to a decreased donor
3       3     
FRET acceptor.

Measure
calcium concentration
and pH value and visualize intra- and intercellular processes

Online Time Interval Sequences
A novel feature of the ratio option is the capability to change the
time interval without interrupting the measurement or stopping
 "%+ #   # $
images with a long interval. After e.g. injection you can switch to
short intervals or streaming acquisition mode.

Further Functionality

»
»
»
»
»
»
»

High Speed Wavelenght Changers
>>Q>E"
SplitView Ratio
Threshold Measurement
Q  %%  
Event Marks
Logging of Data to Microsoft® Excel or Text File
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FRAP - Ablation Module
Easy to use FRAP Scanner
The VisiView® FRAP option in conjunction with the 2D-VisiF&E#       
down to the μm-scale. The co-evolution of Software and 2DVisiFRAP results in a perfect interplay and high time resolution
  %\3"/* 
3    #" le parts of your sample almost at once.

Analyze FRAP
Fluorescence Recovery
by using 1D or 2D
VisiFRAP scanner

FRAP - Fluorescence recovery after photo bleaching
is commonly used to measure the lateral mobility of
     #% +       
 3 #   
 #  #   
 %'  3    3  
recovery and can be measured by immediate and sequential image capture after the bleaching step.

FRAP Acquisition Dialog
'  +&E     #     
time lapse tab of the clear-cut VisiView acquire dialog. It gives
you control over FRAP parameters as well as access to the sim    % +  #  #   
FRAP parameters using a live preview before you start the real
experiment.

Automatic Calibration Algorithm
A calibration which matches the camera coordinates with the laser scanner galvo coordinates needs to be done once for each
microscope objective used for FRAP. This is accomplished auto ## 
    %$# 
appropriate calibration is selected automatically when the objective is changed.

FRAP on the Fly Function
+  +&E +# %Q 
acquisition sequence e.g. cells can be laser activated by clicking
with the mouse pointer within the image and can be on-line recorded.
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Screening Module
Acquisition Dialog and Setup
*         $       %[  "# trol or the control of multiwell plates can be selected. Because
        JJ ® software knows
automatically the correct scanning area of the selected multiwell
format. With a single mouse click all wells or individual wells can
be selected. Only selected wells are scanned and acquired. Be  $    
optical section. The whole settings can be stored and reloaded
for later usage.

Recent advances in imaging technology and live-cell
3  ,+E +E  gists to quantitatively examine cell structure and cell
functions at higher spatial and temporal resolution than
years ago.
The Screening option of the VisiVIEW® imaging software helps scientits to acquire automatically a high
throughput of cells growing in dishes or multiwell plates. The sample area can be extended by scanning
multiple sites per well. VisiView´s unparalleled autofo #   %

Using automated
3   
copy with XYZ-stage
and hardware autofocus for research in cell
based screening

>Q
There are different sizes of multiwell plates available. The VisiView®     8 9: :; ; <8 ; 9_8
and custom formats. For the selected plate type a plate layout is
          %*
    %%98"98  
     %
The specimen settle time optionally prevents from taking blurred
images of samples wobbling due to inertia.

Autofocus
The autofocus module calculates the optimal focal section for
      3     
3  %+  
    # 
focus shift appears.

Calibration
'  ##  
  %' #  
the objective and the current xy-stage position.
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Object Analysis Module
Segmentation of Image Information
The segmentation of cell images is a necessary step of many
automated biomedical image processing procedures. The function offers intelligent threshold operations for images to identify
your objects or image information. The threshold function offers
    " ment the image.

Image Enhancement
             hancement of images is required before segmentation can be
performed. The processing tool of VisiView® helps to prepare
your image for optimal analysis.

Object analysis
 #
measure multiple cell
parameters

&         
the user to choose different parameters for morphome    %\
   #
        %

Object Analysis - Cell Counting
Measure or count cells automatically with a wide range of object
%'   # ne morphometric parameters from the specimen and to report
them automatically into Microsoft® Excel or text format.
'    ## #
      %&
VisiView`s unmatched on-line functionality offers simple on-line
adjustment of threshold to improve the object segmentation and
analysis result.
Certain options can be selected to improve the display and ana#    #       %%& #  tions and displayed in a different color. This function makes the
VisiView® imaging software a powerful analysis tool.

On-Line Object Counting
The object counting of VisiView allows both the analysis of stored
images and the on-line counting at live acquisition. Depending
    
or rejected.
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Python Programming
JJ   
After an extensive development period we are proud to introduce
 JJ  %*
#     
start of installation.
Installation of VisiView on new computers is now a one step process. All VisiView associated third party software components
are installed automatically (except imaging device drivers). By
   #  JJ  ] #     ded for automatic patch update. Next to more general changes
  JJ %    
hardware autofocus offset values for individual stage positions.

JJ % 
#   %' 
VisiView setup process becomes a one-step procedure!

New features in the
JJ  
version upgrade.

Python programming supports the freedom of experiment design and image post-processing!

Unprecedented Flexibility
] 3"#   #tion of the widely known Python programming language. Due to
   #   #     #  
%]JJ #JJ cros are translated into python macros by the VisiView Pythonizer.
Although Python is a very powerful programming language the
syntax is easy and very clear. In conjunction with the intelligent
macro editor with auto-complete function the user can start writing macros from scratch without any programming experience.
Python macros are the basis for automation of booth simple but
frequently used and of more complex imaging tasks. Macros can
be assigned to toolbar buttons in order to have direct access
from the user interface.
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Easy to use customized scripting
] E#       #  3   % ]
can be guided through otherwise complex imaging tasks by mes""%'       #%
More experienced users will be able to expand the VisiView Python functions by implementing Python standard libraries and
freely available third party libraries like the “OpenCV” one.
Thus dynamic data exchange between VV and third party software as well as advanced image processing becomes feasible.
Macro examples on how to include additional libraries are given
and individual training on advanced python programming can be
offered to interested customers.

VisiView® Python
Features

Features
» Clean and short syntax
» Well documented scripting language
» & "
» Allows more complex operations and interleaving
» VisiPythonizer translates existing VisiView macros
to Python
» Comfortable auto-complete function for VisiView   
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VisiView® Overview
VisiView® Optional Plug-Ins:












Illumination option
Z Focus option including SW Autofocus
Hardware Autofocus option
XY or XYZ Stage Control option
Dual Camera or SplitView option
Ratio option
\\ E 
/  &#> &#
Automatic Scan Slide option - XYZ-time and multi color
Scanning of Multiwell Plates
Remote control from external programs

Basic VisiView® Functions:












Modular VisiView®
software with various
plug-ins and device
drivers for advanced
microscopy imaging

Realtime image acquisition under MS-Windows
True color and up to 16 bit monochrome display
Time-lapse function and fast streaming
Handling of large movie sequences
/# 3  
Merge up to 7 different images
TTL shutter control
One camera driver support
Customized toolbar and macro programming
Movie player and digital recorder
Context sensitive help function

VisiView® Hardware Support:


















>E  *E>/
Q *&J>&\
&  7/#  
   J E&*
57&*\ E  
Z-stage: Piezo z-focus control
\     7  
Olympus and ASI
*#>EE +
[Q>[Q7> 
 Q,;E# 
Optical image splitter
Multi camera control: e.g. up to 4 CoolSnap cameras
Laser illumination: diode and solid state lasers
AOM and AOTF: intensity and channel control
> >]9>]:: 9>&J** *#
FRAP: 1D and 2D VisiFRAP; iLAS
Motorized VisiTIRF condensor and iLAS
SPIM Light Sheet microscopy - on request
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Supported File Formats
  98'*++'*++
\EE['\\ \\ %

AVI Movies
[# $ &J*%

System Requirements
Windows® 7 Pro
]:8;
>&\ 
*>E]:9,;%,&\_,QQ
    
for the latest features.

Exceptional Service
and Support

%E  J#,# 

Customized Developments
Do you need customized software features to improve the functionality of your experiment or to implement
 $#  #@
The VisiView® software would be a perfect solution.
With a dynamic team of software engineers we are listening to our customers and with our experience we try
 #  %

Training
J # ,    # $  
application team at your disposal for installations and single or
   #           
Puchheim Germany. Whether you are new to VisiView® or you
  ##"
the latest imaging software techniques.

Technical Support
/ #  # #JJ } 
we are offering a 12 month maintenance support by our techni          
software.

On-line Tutorials and Web Seminars
View video tutorials to see an introduction and learn about features of VisiView® software or join our on-line web seminar by
Teamviewer software.
Find free information and application notes at www.visitron.de
<:9_

># :9_J#,
*       
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